
Introduction

Igniting the Fire Within

When I wrote Slim 4 Life: Freedom from the Food Trap back in 2001,

I honestly thought I would never need to write another book on

slimming. At the time the book was groundbreaking. It was the first to

distinguish clearly between ‘normal’ foods and what I coined ‘drug’ or

‘junkie’ foods. The book went on to become a bestseller and was talked

about on television and radio. I soon started to receive thank-you let-

ters and emails from just about every corner of the globe. The people

who wrote to me not only had lost incredible amounts of weight in an

extremely healthy way, but had also done so effortlessly – a break-

through concept for most people who had tried to lose weight in the

past.

Clearing the Brainwashing
Slim 4 Life slowly chipped away at the tremendous amount of brain-

washing about food we have been subjected to since birth. By the time

people had finished the book they simply couldn’t see junk(ie) food or

the industry in the same light again, no matter how hard they tried.

This meant people went from a ‘diet mentality’ of ‘I want but I can’t

have’ – a mental state that creates feelings of deprivation, mood swings

and ultimate failure – to the unique non-diet mentality of ‘I can but I
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don’t actually want.’ This wonderful frame of mind eliminates any

need for willpower. We need willpower only if we still crave food and

drink we believe we can no longer have. However, if we genuinely have

no desire for these ‘foods’ any more, there can be no internal mental

battle.

This frame of mind is a slimmer’s dream. It’s the mindset where you

see other people eating things like chocolate, chips or crisps, and

instead of looking on in envy, you actually feel elated by the fact that

you genuinely have no craving whatsoever for these foods and are

pleased to be free of the slavery to them. It’s the frame of mind where

you even feel excited about eating healthily and exercising.

You may not have read Slim 4 Life, but I can almost guarantee that

at some point in your life you have reached that wonderful slimming

utopia mindset of feeling inspired and on fire. You may have been to

a seminar, read a different book or just got there yourself.

Dousing the Flames
What I didn’t realize when I first wrote Slim 4 Life, however, was that

no matter how much you light someone’s fire and inspire them to

change there are many elements of life that can easily douse those

flames. Before we know it we are back to square one – or to a ‘round one’

if you will!

Whether it’s work, relationships, hormones, the influence of oth-

ers or the gradual drip-feed brainwashing by the drug food and

drink industry, the inspirational fire we felt could never leave us sud-

denly loses its strength and, for some, appears to go out completely.

I say appears because the beauty of being human is that no matter

how much life may knock us off course, the pilot light is always on.

It may be extremely dim, and to some may feel about as dead as it

gets, but it’s there, in all of us – and it’s often relatively simple to

reignite it.

For some people, this light never appears to dim. I know thousands

of people who read Slim 4 Life and experienced a complete, unwaver-
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ing life change. Equally, I know many people who read the book and

felt completely elated and on fire and lost tremendous amounts of

weight effortlessly – only to pile it all back on, and sometimes more!

This leads to a feeling of utter frustration and cries of ‘Why didn’t I just

keep with it?’, ‘What happened to that frame of mind?’ and, most com-

monly, ‘Why can’t I get back to how I was thinking then?’

The Sixth Sense Syndrome
Many people try to relight the inspirational fire using the same

method that helped them succeed before, such as rereading the book.

I know people who have tried to reread Slim 4 Life or Turbo Charge Your

Life in 14 Days in order to get exactly the same revelation they had the

first time. However, they find that ‘it just wasn’t the same’. This is

because you can’t possibly have the same revelation twice. It’s like the

film The Sixth Sense with Bruce Willis. The first time you see it the twist

at the end is a complete revelation, and the very aspect that makes the

film what it is. However, those who watch it a second time can’t pos-

sibly get the same revelation, and most tend to analyse the whole film,

rather than going with the flow and enjoying it. The same principle

applies to all ‘self-help’ books, and indeed a book like Slim 4 Life. The

first time is a revelation for most, but the second reading is often a case

of the person flicking through, hunting for the ‘trigger’ that will

enlighten them again, analysing the book instead of reading it with

the same intensity.

Sometimes it’s worth rereading a book as you may well have missed

things first time around, but this is only beneficial if you are already in

the right frame of mind and just need a little reminder or retune. If,

however, you achieve success but then lose the plot, the chances of the

book being as effective are super slim. I know many people who read

the infamous Easy Way to Stop Smoking by Allen Carr and found it easy

to stop for a length of time but started smoking again. Many tried to

reread the book only to find it wasn’t anywhere near as effective as the

first time. They needed a different way of receiving the same or similar
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information (like a session at one of his clinics) for them to see the light

again and gain true freedom from smoking.

The Easy Way to the Land of the Slim
I now realize that, with food and diet, a mental boost to reignite the fire

within at least once every year is essential for lifelong success. That is

why I have written this book. One book or seminar is rarely enough,

especially when it comes to permanent weight loss and supreme health.

The amount of advertising, brainwashing, conditioning and peer pres-

sure attached to the wrong kinds of foods and drinks cannot be ignored.

It’s this gradual dripping tap that eventually starts to dampen the fire,

and before you know it you are heading down the road to fat land once

again. Also, unlike with smoking or alcohol, we have associations with

‘junkie’ foods and drinks that go back to when we were just a year or

two old. This means we have millions of associations with certain

‘foods’. Tidy the room and we can have an ice cream. We hurt ourselves

and are comforted with a cake, and so on. Even after months or years

of change, these associations can easily return.

My aim for this book is twofold:

To ignite or reignite the juicy fire within and put you in that

glorious, inspired ‘non-diet’ frame of mind.

To provide a new and extremely easy juice and lifestyle

programme that is perfectly healthy and extraordinarily

effective.

Juice Yourself Slim is the result of years of nutritional, psychological, diet

and addiction research. It may appear simplistic, but that’s part of its

beauty. All the hard work has been done for you. The only thing you are

required to do for slimming and health success is to read the whole book

and follow the simple instructions. I have already set out the first

instruction and, other than putting the programme into practice, it’s

the most important one. The instruction may sound obvious, but you
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will be amazed at how many people feel they will have as much suc-

cess without carrying it out. That instruction is to actually read the

book, in its entirety and in the order it was written.

The ONLY thing you need to do for slimming and health
success is to read the whole of this book and follow

the simple instructions.

The number of people who buy books of this nature but never read

them – let alone act on them – is quite frightening. Every book I have

ever written has this fundamental instruction at the start. I cannot

emphasize enough just how important it is to read every word and not

to flick through the book or jump directly to the programme, however

tempting it is.

Often you will see that I repeat certain points. Many may not like

the way I write or the ‘basic English’ I use to get my message across. This

book is designed so that anyone can read it and anyone can get the

results. I am not here to win any literary awards and I never, ever think

of myself as an author. I write books, but I am not an author in the

true sense of the word. This isn’t about winning the Booker Prize; it’s

about results. And if we are all honest, even if you don’t like the way I

write but you get a flat stomach at the end of it – who cares!

Lay the Right Foundations
We live in an ‘instant gratification’ society. The days of effort equalling

rewards appear to be numbered. Our natural tendency these days is to

start to try building a new slim life without laying down any good foun-

dations. However, without the right foundations things inevitably col-

lapse, as you may have discovered in the past. Reading every page of

this book is the equivalent to laying down good solid foundations. I

have studied addiction, nutrition and hypnosis for years, and this book

is a combination of information, motivation and a form of hypnosis.

It has been designed to gradually penetrate both your conscious and
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subconscious mind. It has been written in this way to slowly remove a

great deal of brainwashing about food, health, disease, the legal drug

industry and nutrition in order to ignite that inner fire once again.

For those who are fearful of any kind of hypnosis, I wish to explain

that most people are already living in hypnosis, and the idea of this book

is simply to remove it in order to see things as they actually are. Those

in the advertising industry know all about the power of unconscious

hypnosis. You may feel that you choose the soap powder you use, the

trainers you buy, the clothes you wear and indeed the food and drinks

you consume. However, all too often these choices have been made

for you. This is why it is essential to use similar techniques in order

to remove the unconscious hypnosis so prevalent in the junkie food

industry.

Not Juiced about Juicing Yourself Slim?
Part of the foundation process is to make sure you have more than one

reason for introducing freshly extracted juices into your life. This is

extremely important for life change. My mission is for juicing to become

a daily part of your life, even after you get slim. If your only reason for

juicing and smoothie-making is to get slim, the chances are that when

you have reached your slim goal, you will have much less reason to

juice on a regular basis. While slimming is clearly an extremely impor-

tant part of this book (for some it’s everything!), the effectiveness of fresh

juices in treating and preventing disease plays a bigger role. This is why

although this book is aimed at people wishing to slim in an extremely

healthy way, it is also aimed at already slim people who need a mental

and physical boost on the health front.

This book is for people wishing to slim healthily, but also for
already slim people who need a mental and physical boost on
the health front. My mission is for juicing to become a daily

part of your life, even AFTER you get slim.
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I have included many juice studies and stories within this book. Some

of them are not directly related to being overweight. You may feel these

aren’t relevant to you as you ‘just want to get on with it’. You may also

think I repeat myself a lot. However, I cannot emphasize enough that

everything in this book is there for a reason, even if at the time you may

not see it. The repetition, as annoying as it can be, is essential to fully

embed the message. I know that when you read the fascinating stories

about the effectiveness of freshly extracted juices and smoothies, your

brain will have many more reasons to get some of this wonderfully pow-

erful liquid fuel into your system on a regular basis, regardless of

whether you are slim or overweight.

For best results, make a point of reading a few pages just before you

sleep and then on waking. I would certainly advise that you read some

of the book on a daily basis. Once you put it down for a few days, it

might be the end of it! So, even if the book starts to jar for whatever

reason, do yourself a favour and keep on reading. There will be times

when you will be itching to start. Some of the life-changing stories alone

will make you want to start … NOW! However (and yes, I know I am

labouring this point), wait until you are fully armed with all of the

information.

If you follow this first instruction, which will give you the mental

impetus to act on the information, you will be one of thousands who

will go from eating themselves fat to juicing themselves slim!

One Last Thing …
In case you are worried you will have to spend hours in the kitchen

chopping fruit and veg into a million pieces and cleaning the machine,

let me put your mind at rest before we even start. Juicing has hit broad-

band status and you can now put three whole apples into the machine

without peeling or chopping, and juicers now go in the dishwasher! The

plan I have devised is incredibly easy, made even easier with 21st-

century juice extractors.
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I wish you every juicy success and I look forward to hearing your inspi-

rational story soon.

May The Juice Be With You!

Jason the Juice x
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